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The Third Man’s Report 
 
Check out our web site 
Have a look at the Baulko web site. All the news about club events, fixtures, results, ladders etc are all available at 
the following web site – www.baulkocricket.com.au. The site will be updated regularly, and the club history is 
being added to as time permits. 
 
There have been some changes to the committee this season. You can find a list of the committee members on the 
website. 
 
To see your team’s results, go to www.baulkhamhills.nsw.cricket.com.au, select ‘Team Results’ then select your 
team (grade). For details of your team’s draw select “Fixtures”. For the progressive points ladder select “Ladders”. 
 
To all Captains, Coaches and Managers 
Match Results 
All match results must be uploaded onto the www.baulkhamhills.nsw.cricket.com.au website by 12 noon Sunday 
following the conclusion of each game. A brief message stating the match result should also be emailed to 
results@baulkocricket.com.au, together with a short list of outstanding performances. If no results are submitted 
you get NO POINTS and your team may be fined! It is up to you to get the results in on time – the club will not 
chase you. Please ensure all details are entered correctly, as both teams must agree on the submitted match result. 
 
Team Reports 
Team reports for this newsletter can be put in the box at the Club or emailed to owzatt@baulkocricket.com.au by 
Tuesday night after the game. Newsletters will be published during the week after a game. 
 
Team Performances 
B14A Outright Win    
B13  Outright Win    
     
 
Individual Achievements 
J Chatman A Res 3/26 V Patel B13 3/14 
R Konstantopoulos B2 103 A Khan B13 9/35 
M Hardy B2 4/16 E Nield B14A 4/13 & 3/8 
A Gay B5 67* D Kumara B14A 3/7 & 4/16 
C Springall B5 4/42 C Jarvis B14B 5/19 
R Dekker B7 79 & 3/47 I Masud 16/1 59 
P Searson B8 4/30 & 3/28 A Subramaniam 16/1 52* 
P Coundrellis B8 4/30 T Waddups 15/1 3/21 
M Gosling B9 5/105 F Farrell 15/2 5/18 & 26 
G Gersbach B11 84 P Kulkarni  15/2 3/9 
T Pittman B11 48 A Coy 14/1 58 &2/15 
M Waddups B11 4/18 C Blinman 14/1 34 
M Sibley B11 3/25 J Gardiner 14/1 3/25 
N Dias B12 64* &4/56 A Malhotra 12/2 3/23 
D Fonseka B12 3/53 H Bultitude 11/1 2/2 
R Trivedi B13 50 S Pieris 11/3 32 
S Sharma B13 4/13 (inc.HT) A Chennapragada 11/3 4/6 
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Team Rosters 
 
In2Cricket Roster – Charles McLaughlin Reserve 
To help out with the in2CRICKET (formerly Have-A-Go) clinic, senior teams have been rostered to provide 4 
players to one of the sessions. Please make every effort to ensure your team helps out in this important junior 
development opportunity. 
 
The clinic is held on Friday nights at Charles McLaughlin Oval. The sessions run from 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm. 
 
Date Team 
September 16, 2011 B2 
September 23, 2011 B1 
September 30, 2011 Not Held - School holidays 
October 07, 2011 B13 
October 14, 2011 B12, B14A 
October 21, 2011 B9 
October 28, 2011 B5 
November 04, 2011 A Res 
November 11, 2011 B11, B14B 
November 18, 2011 B6 
November 25, 2011 B7 
December 02, 2011 B8 
   
 
Meat Raffle Roster – Baulkham Hills Sporting Club 
The following teams have been rostered to sell tickets for the Saturday Night Raffle, to be held back at the club 
after the game. Please make every effort to ensure your team helps out in this important fundraiser for the club. 
 
This season the raffles are only being held on the first week of every senior game. Ticket sales are to start by 
6:30 pm. 
 
Date Team 
September 10, 2011 A Res 
September 24, 2011 B5 
October 08, 2011 B6 
October 22, 2011 B1 
November 05, 2011 B7 
November 19, 2011 B9 
December 03, 2011 B8 
January 21, 2012 B13 
February 04, 2012 B12 
February 18, 2012 B2 
March 03, 2012 B14A 
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Ted Horwood Canteen 

 
 

The Canteen Crew at Ted Horwood. 
 
Come along on Saturdays and enjoy a great cup of coffee, some cakes or freshly made sandwiches. 
 

Hot Food 
Toasted sandwich   $4.00 
Cheese/Ham & Cheese/Cheese, tomato & onion 
Single serve quiche   $3.00 
Pies     $3.00 
Sausage Rolls    $2.50 
Raisin Toast per slice   $1.50 
Toast with butter and vegemite  $1.50 
 
Fresh sandwiches    $4.00 
 
Slice of Cake / Muffin   $2.50 
 
Confectionary: 
Mars Bars    $2.00 
Crunchie    $2.00 
Frogs         10c 
Killer Python    $1.00 
Freddo           50c 
Mixed lollies    $1.00 
 
Specials 
Raisin toast and coffee    $4.50 
Cake/muffin and coffee   $5.00 
 

Drinks: 
Water     $2.00 
375ml Cans    $2.00 
Powerade    $3.50 
Poppers     $1.00 
Coffee      $3.50 
Tea     $2.00 
Hot Chocolate    $3.70 
 
Chips:    
Plain     $2.00 
C C’s     $2.00 
 
Ice Blocks: 
Paddlepops     $1.70 
Icy Twist    $1.20 
Magnum    $3.70 
Cornetto    $3.00 
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Match Results and Reports 
 
10 Red  Winston Hills   
No report submitted. 
 
10 White  Parramatta Crusaders  Loss on Averages 
Our boys were given a bit of a lesson by a team with the majority of players having been together for 3 years.  Hats off to the 
Crusaders who bowled and batted very well and made us fight for every run whilst also very disciplined in both attack and 
defence. The “Whites” never gave in though, going after every ball to minimise runs and went for every half chance in the 
field. 
 
Some great positives came out of the game with Sanjam and Benedict showing improvement with the bat, hitting some good 
shots but unfortunately couldn’t get amongst the runs this time. Pat, Michael and Aden were the top scorers with Brendan 
taking the only wicket with the ball, a nice caught and bowled. 
 
Congrats to the Crusaders and great effort to the Baulkham Hills boys. 
 
11/3 7 for 131 & 4/25 Hills Barbarians 10 for 62 First Innings Win 
Hills Barbarians won the toss and Baulkham Hills batted first. 
 
Another great team effort and a well deserved win against the competition leaders who were unbeaten until they met this 
improving Baulko team.  
 
The team batting was solid in the first week as Josh (22) and Sudaraka (32) showed good concentration and technique to score 
the best team partnership of the season and help set the opposition a competitive score to chase. 
 
Max P, Patrick and Aaruran also played some stylish shots and frustrated the opposition bowling and fielding in hot 
conditions. 
 
The team fielding and enthusiasm has been fantastic and this game again saw the boys take some classic catches. The phrase 
“Catches win Matches” is true for this team. 
 
Max W took a hard hit catch at square leg, Sudaraka took two catches for the match with one a well judged overhead running 
catch behind slips, Aaaruran took a neat catch at point and Patrick also chimed in with two solid catches for the match. 
 
Our bowling is also improving quickly as we minimize our sundries each game. Max P bowled very accurately and a good 
length to finish with 3/10 off 4 overs. Aniruddh was again hard to score off and finished with 4/6 off 8 overs. Josh chimed in 
with 2/13 off 4 overs and Patrick T once again took an important wicket for the team and finished with 1/4 off 4 overs. Jack, 
Max W and Jake also bowled well and restricted the opposition scoring. 
 
Well done boys, keep up your hard work at training and keep working on your all round cricket skills and good results against 
top 4 teams like this match will continue. 
 
11/2 10 for 106 Kellyville 10 for 103 First Innings Loss 
No report submitted. 
 
11/1 7 for 159 Greystanes 10 for 95 First Innings Win 
No report submitted. 
 
12/2 10 for 105 & 5/36 Winston Hills 10 for 82 First Innings Win 
No report submitted. 
 
12/1 8 for 118 Seven Hills 7 for 217 First Innings Loss 
No report submitted. 
 
13/2 8 for 71 & 8 for 62 AKA Crusaders 6 for 203 Outright Loss 
No report submitted. 
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13/1 2 for 154 (dec) Kings Langley 8 for 147 First Innings Win 
Moses Chen 2/20 
Luke Jerome 60 
Jimmy Farrell 20 n.o 
Aidan Gioffre 35 
 
Another lost toss (that’s 4 in a row Stephen!). We were sent out to bowl again on a day built for batting. We got off to a great 
start Moses getting a wicket from the first ball of the day. The 2nd wicket partnership was 48 runs but it took them 25 overs to 
get it. Our fielding was finally back to our high standard. We went hard after everything although a few tough catches went 
down. Incredibly, they only got one boundary in the whole day when one batsman went for a slog in the last over. Our run outs 
deserve special mention. Moses with a direct hit, Stephen & Luke both with rocket throws to the keeper. To keep them to 
fewer than 200 runs on our ground was a great result. Week 2 finally saw something go our way for a change. We finally got 
to bat in decent conditions! Luke & Jimmy got off to a great start but Jimmy forced to retire hurt with the score on 22 after 
being peppered by some very accurate bowling. Despite losing a very battered & bruised Jimmy, the conditions were ours for 
the taking. Aidan came in to bat with Luke & the pair batted very patiently & put on a partnership of 92. Aidan very unlucky to 
nick one for the keeper. Jimmy had now recovered after being on ice & a 25 over rest & resumed his innings. The runs came 
easily until Luke finally got bowled by a nice inswinger. A well earned 60 runs for just over 2 ½ hours at the crease. Moses 
finally got to bat at number 4 & quickly compiled 13 n.o with some entertaining batting. We were only chasing less than 3 runs 
per over. Our batsmen followed our batting plan. They kept the ball on the ground, didn’t do silly shots & won the game with 
plenty of overs to spare. A great result, well done boys. 
 
14/1 10 for 162 Winston Hills 10 for 142 First Innings Win 
It is probably best to say at the start that this game was neither our best, nor was it completely bad. A little ordinary may be 
close. As for Winston Hills, they bowled well and showed great application in their batting. For a game we should have won 
easily, it turned out to be quite close indeed. 
 
Batting first we got off to a steady start. Adam and James opened the innings and looked well matched as an opening pair. Our 
running between the wickets was a little slow and the score ticked along slowly but at least we were valuing our wickets. Soon 
though our first wicket fell, James gone for 11 after pushing back a slow ‘dolly’ to the bowler who took a comfortable catch. 
Chris then came to the wicket after being elevated to No. 3 and set about knuckling down for a long innings. A very impressive 
80 run partnership followed, Chris starting very slow but finally found some pace; Adam progressing nicely and earning 
himself a good half-century. Unfortunately from here things went a little pear-shaped. Adam was run-out in an awful call for a 
well-earned 58 that could have been a lot more (2/105). Michael soon followed in another run-out for just 1 run (3/108) and 
Kapil, also scoring 1, made it three from three run-outs (4/114). 
 
Hmm… this wasn’t the game plan. 
 
But apparently I was wrong. As I would be shown this was our game plan. Two more run-outs later in our innings to Ibteeda 
and Brad, both for 3 runs, made it our teams’ first ‘five-for’ for run-outs in a single innings. Probably not a record but one this 
coach doesn’t want to see challenged ever again (what were you lot thinking? Usain Bolts everywhere!) Other scores 
included 34 to Chris (a welcome return to runs), 24 to Blake (and nicely struck) and 6 not out to Luke who may just have hit 
the best straight drive ever! That timing was superb! 
 
At the end of the innings we were all out with more than three overs still to go for 162. Probably enough but at 2/105 in the 
36th over, it should have been 200+. 
 
Week 2 and Winston Hills looked determined to occupy the pitch for as many of their 64 overs as possible and I knew if they 
managed to bat them out they would go close. Thankfully, although they batted well and posted a good solid score of 142, we 
managed to punctuate their innings regularly with wickets. Indeed, each time they looked settled and ready to claw back some 
runs another wicket would fall and keep the game in our favour. 
 
Wickets were shared and went to Kapil (1/2 off 5 overs), Michael (1/7 off 10 overs), Jake (1/20 off 7 overs), James (3 for 25 
off 10 overs), Adam (2 for 15 off 10 overs), Chris (1/16 off 4 overs) and Ewan (1/12 off 3 overs). Other fine bowling efforts 
included Brad (0/6 off 5 overs) and Ibteeda (0/13 off 10 overs). All up 63 of the 64 overs were bowled. Credit must be given to 
the team for bowling their overs quickly and economically but credit must also be given to Winston Hills for almost batting out 
their full allotment of 64 overs – no mean feat indeed. 
 
Well-done guys. We’re 5 from 5 but we are looking a little less than our best. We have two important games coming but first a 
bye. Enjoy your game off. 
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15/2 9 for 86(dec) & 5 for 91 Seven Hills 9 for 229(dec) First Innings Loss 
No report submitted. 
 
15/1 9 for 188 Hills Barbarians 9 for 190 First Innings Loss 
Baulkham Hills won toss at elected to bat 
 
Sumal Fernando 38 
George Joseph 29 
Tom Waddups 3 for 21 
Ravi Marwah 2 for 22 
  
On the one hand, this was a difficult loss to accept. We appeared to be on top throughout the whole game, yet the result did not 
go our way. On the other hand, despite losing the game the boys showed the true grit and determination we have been looking 
for all season, and were dominant and competitive in all aspects of the game. 
 
In short, we took 47 overs to get our 188 runs. The other team took 72 overs to get passed this score. The fact that we didn’t 
bat out our overs was again the difference – and underlines our requirement to be more patient with the bat before we can 
move on to winning any games. We had a full team for 2 out of the 7.5 hours of the game for the first time this season, and in 
this two-hour session we dominated. It just goes to show that having 11 on the field beats playing short all the time! 
 
With the bat, all of our players got a start. Unfortunately no one went on with it to build a big score. George (29) and Sumal 
(38) were again the backbone of our innings. But all players showed the potential we have in the team. If we can ever get close 
to batting out our 63 overs we will prove to be very competitive. 
 
With the ball we were excellent. We kept the opposition batsmen pinned down – and the fact they needed so many overs to get 
the runs is a testament to the good line and length we were providing. Our fielding wasn’t too bad – but there were too many 
occasions where a misfield either allowed the pressure valve to be released or allowed one of their weaker players to get off 
strike. We need to improve in this aspect of the game. 
 
Despite this being a case of ‘what could have been’, we also need to take our hat off to the opposition. Both their batting and 
bowling attacks were reduced thru injury, and the patience and application showed by their top-scorer, and the blistering quick-
fire 20+ runs put on by their number 10 in the dying stages of the game were top-order stuff. 
 
We got a lot to take out of this game. It feels like a win is just around. 
 
16/1 3 for 177 Wenty Leagues 10 for 172 First innings Win 
No report submitted. 
 
B14B 10 for 97 & 10 for 102 Kings Langley 8 / 72 & 5 / 128 Outright Loss 
No report submitted. 
 
B14A 10 for 115& 8 for 122 Seven Hills 10 / 48 &10 / 49  Outright Win 
No report submitted. 
 
B13 10 for 107 & 3 for 89 Voice of Tamils 10 /101 & 10 / 92  Outright Win 
No report submitted. 
 
B12 10 for 71 & 1 for 105 Kings Langley 10 for 297 First Innings Loss 
Kings Langley went into bat in fine conditions on the first day. After Baulko took 2 early wickets an innings of 122 from 
former Baulko player Will Dokhter, along with good support from several other batsmen saw Kings Langley compile the 
formidable total of 297. Neshan Dias picked up 4 for 56 with his spinners while Dilshan Fonseka continued his good season 
with the ball taking 3 for 53. The Baulko reply struggled to gain momentum despite a fine 34 from skipper Ricky Kapoor, and 
was all out mid way through the second day for 71. 
 
With a lead of 226 runs on the first innings Kings Langley enforced the follow-on but an excellent unbeaten 64 from Neshan 
Dias, well supported by 27 from Ricky Kapoor saw Baulko safely through to stumps. 
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B11 10 for 228 Kellyville 9 for 60 & 8 for 95 First Innings Win 
Kellyville won the toss an elected to bat. Conditions were dry and hot. After a moral victory the previous week the B11 team 
were looking to post points on the leader board. It didn't take long for the bowling to rip through the opposition with M.Sibley, 
L.Bertus, M.Waddups and D.Sparks sharing the wickets. Consistent line and length, good support in the field and some 
agricultural batting saw Kellyville dismissed for 60 runs. 
 
With the most part of the day to bat our expectations were high. It wasn’t long before the tables had turned and we were sitting 
in the hot seat at 5/27 and the sun was yet to drop. We needed a partnership and we delivered three big ones. K.Balzarolo (19), 
T.Pittman (48), A.Sibbley (30) combined with G.Gersbach (84) to give us a solid first innings lead, ending the innings one 
hour into day two. Once again our bowlers aimed up and gave the middle stump a real workout delivering us our first outright 
win of the season. It was an excellent effort by the team, half of which are celebrating leaving school, the other half worried 
about their son’s celebrating leaving school, and the rest can be found at the sports club celebrating anything they can. 
 
B9 8 for 85 & 10 for 110 Rouse Hill Rams 7 for 311(dec) Outright Loss 
Man of the Match – Mark Gosling – 51 runs and 5-105 
 
B9 fell out of the Top 4 for the first time this season with a big loss of an innings and 116 runs. Despite the loss, we did find 
some positives out of the game. Gos took his first five-wicket haul for the club when he switched from medium pace to spin. 
He also got his first half-century of the season and relished the opportunity to bat at 5 in the second innings. Ben Renshall, 
Adam Fahey and Greg Leeson all played their first games of the season and showed signs of having good seasons. 
 
Ben took two spectacular catches at mid-off, bowled accurately and also batted soundly at Number 4. Adam, after a slow start, 
found good pace and rhythm and can expect to take lots of wickets in coming games. Greg found some form in the second 
innings with the bat and is likely to make a lot of runs in coming games. Also, Tim Renshall took his average over 100 when 
he was dismissed for the first time in the second innings. 
 
Despite the loss, there are signs of good things to come for B9. 
 
B8 9 for 132 & 10 for 121 Voice of Tamils 10 / 160 & 8 / 95 Outright Loss 
No report submitted. 
 
B7 9 for 217(dec) Hills Barbarians 5 for 223 First Innings Loss 
No report submitted. 
 
B6  BYE   
Nothing to report  
 
B5 9 for 252 Rouse Hill Rams 10 for 196 First Innings Win 
On a sunny day at Second Ponds, the permanent stand-in skipper won the toss and decided we should have a bat. With orders 
to bat all day ringing in their ears, the two openers ventured out to the middle. AN decided he wasn’t going to bat all day, and 
after offering up numerous missed chances and dropped catches, finally managed to depart the scene. In went our permanent 
stand-in skipper, looking forward to keeping his average up over a hundred. His first boundary was followed by a thunderous 
cut shot past the guy in the gully – no, wait, it stuck in his fingertips – the skipper trudged off the field, past a very sheepish 
AN. Some solid batting followed for the rest of the day, with the team indeed batting all day, as ordered, leaving the opposition 
253 to win on day 2. The only surprise was seeing Denlow NOT get out LBW, but bowled off the face of the bat, watching the 
ball spin under his bat on to the stumps, from an almost text-book forward defensive shot off their spinner. 
 
Best of the batsmen were AG – 67, Ward – 45, Denlow - 37, Ben – 32, and Josh who looked solid and hung around with AG 
for an unbeaten last wicket partnership of 42.  
 
Day 2 saw us in the field with a surprise – the invisible captain turned up, AND he brought his whites! The invisible captain 
ventured into the field and first slip after the first drinks break, and over the next couple of hours made his presence felt for the 
first time this season. Dropped an absolute sitter of Ward (sorry mate!!), took a screamer of BJ (see, I can catch), and dropped 
another sitter off Josh (sorry mate!!). After all that, he snuck off the field to let the team get on with the task of winning the 
game. Not to be outdone, the permanent stand-in skipper managed to grass three catches, but they were all off his own 
bowling!! 
 
Some good bowling by all, but the best figures belonged to the skipper - 4/42, Josh - 2/23, and Matt - 2/38 
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B2 10 for 235 Hills Barbarians 10 for 104 First Innings Win 
Round 5 
After being brought back down with a defeat last game, the boys were determined to get back in the winning circle. The 
skipper won the toss (first this season) and we batted first on a relatively hot Saturday afternoon. Greg (19) was first to go, 
with Rob looking like a man out of form at the other end. This being said, Rob showed the grit of previous seasons, to hang 
around in the tough times throughout the day. We really battled today to hobble along for most of the day, with batsman 3 to 8 
all scoring between 6 and 9 and spending time in the middle to hang around with Rob. The turning point of the innings was 
when Sam came in at 9 and put on a quick fire 32 to push us up over 200 (being 7/154 when he came in at 5:15 pm). Sam fell 
caught at Long Off to a bowler in his 20th over straight to give him his first wicket (yes 20 overs not creating chances, must 
have been best mates with their skipper) and Keith was quickly fired by the B & W to leave Rob 90 no with the number 11 
coming out to bat. Richard was quite nervous, but he did extremely well to hang around to see Rob get the 3 figures for the 3rd 
time this season, in his toughest and grittiest innings of the year. Rob was last man out for 103, (which saw his avg plummet 
from 410 to 205!), and we were all out for 235. 
 
Week 2 came around, and we showed great discipline with the ball. Tight bowling and good fielding meant Baba’s were never 
in the run chase, getting bowled out in the 46th over for 104 (never interested in chasing our total). Pick of the bowlers was 
Matt Hardy (4/16 off 14) and Evan (2/11 off 8), with Richard (2), Josh Rich (1) and Josh Freeman (1) also getting amongst the 
wickets and getting some good match practice with the ball. Hard work in the nets seems to by helping these guys. Well done 
on getting back in the winners circle fellas. 
 
Round 4 
We went into this game confident of a victory, given we had just smashed two teams and our opposition were yet to win a 
game. We had some availability issues, and wanted to bat first. Unfortunately the skipper lost the toss and we were put in the 
field on a warm day. Week 2 would have seen 2 of our main 3 bowlers available, but instead we were playing with 10 players, 
and limited bowling attack. In saying this, all the bowlers gave it a good crack today, as the opposition showed a lot of 
discipline with the bat, waiting for the loose balls. The opposition were 5/200 odd and we managed to clean their tail up to 
bowl them out for 246 at 5:40 pm. Unfortunately for us this was 5 minutes too early and we would therefore have to bat. Best 
of the bowlers were Matt Hardy (3/63 off 18), Greg McLoughlin (1/43 off 15), and Josh Rich who did well to clean up the tail 
(3/31 off 9). Aaron bowled well to go unrewarded off his 11 overs. 
 
So to the bat, it didn’t start well. We lost Rob (0) and Keith (0) within the first 8 balls of the innings. This ended Rob’s streak 
of 307 runs without getting out, as he went for a duck after smashing a ball straight to cover. Aaron and Richard (night 
watchmen) steadied the ship to have us 2/40 overnight. 
 
Richard (14) was first to go on Week 2 with the score on 51, and we lost 3/3 to be 5/54 with Aaron (37) and Matt (0), both 
back in the sheds. Josh Freeman and Greg steadied the ship, but as per usual, drinks would be the downfall, losing 2/1 straight 
after drinks with Josh F (20) and Sam (0) following in quick succession. Tom joined Greg in the middle, and they steadied the 
ship again to take us up to 121, before Greg (20), copped a rough one from the umpire (when quizzed the umpire said it hit on 
the back leg in front of middle when in fact it hit the front pad above the knee roll outside leg stump on a short one which 
stayed low). Tom was next to go for 30, and this all but ended the game. Well done to the opposition, who shows discipline 
with the bat and with the ball, and completely. 
 
B1 10 for 207 AKA Crusaders 5 for 214 First Innings Loss 
Day 1 and the ump said COME OUT AND PLAY. Pat won the toss and after one look at the pitch he decided it was a 
BELTER and we batted. Mango took strike and the new ball was HIT SO HARD as he got the scoreboard going. Chesh was 
batting like a WORKING CLASS MAN and GOD ONLY KNOWS how the ump gave him out caught behind off his pad. MY 
MY MY, the opening partnership was a HARD ACT TO FOLLOW and BILLIE “JEAN” Jerome came in next and the 
captain’s instruction was DON’T STOP ‘TIL YOU GET ENOUGH runs. 
 
Hush was BORN TO TRY, but edged behind LIKE A NATURAL WOMAN and then Steven “I BET YOU LOOK GOOD 
ON THE DANCE FLOOR” Sarlog strode to the middle and the ball was soon ROLLING IN THE DEEP as he set about 
dismantling the bowling. JB had had a HARD DAY’S NIGHT at his footy presentation and rumour is that he caught the LAST 
TRAIN TO TRANCENTRAL at 3AM ETERNAL. Consequently he was a DAYSLEEPER instead of contributing much with 
the bat. The middle order was FALLING TO PIECES. 
 
It was PLAYGROUND LOVE when Hoffy and Matrick came together, but the partnership was ALL TORN DOWN not long 
afterwards when Pat holed out at mid on. Dave was KILLING ME SOFTLY with his batting, but despite some JIVE TALKIN’ 
from the opposition the final wicket was STAYIN’ ALIVE and ticking along the scoreboard. Masso was lucky the skip said 
YOU CAN LEAVE YOUR HAT ON as he was struck in the head by a bouncer. Hoffy was eventually THUNDERSTRUCK 
when given out lbw to a right arm around the wicket outswing bowler. The only answer: the ump was on DRUGS. 
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Hush was MORE THAN A WOMAN as news of his deception of the previous week broke and with a LITTLE HELP FROM 
MY FRIENDS he may attract some Muller votes this round. Hush’s girlfriend wishes she was still LIKE A VIRGIN as it’s 
NOT FAIR how she always says that I CAN’T GET NO SATISFACTION. He’s a NAUGHTY BOY! Sloggy came out LATE 
IN THE DAY with the new red CHERRY ARMOUR and was ALL FIRED UP, but was running out of PATIENCE with the 
dropped catches. 
 
Day 2 and Baulko came out of the LOVE SHACK (change room) and the skip said DON’T LET ME DOWN, I’m looking for 
SOMETHING SPECIAL today. Woodsy was HOT N COLD with the ball but it was NOTHIN’ BUT A GOOD TIME when 
he struck to get rid of the opener. Sloggy was bowling well and spent his time at fine leg showing us some BODY MOVIN’ to 
the tunes playing from the big top next door. He eventually got some reward when Dougie’s JUMP produced an AMAZING 
catch at gully. OH YEAH! 
 
Pat “DR FEELGOOD” Mamo looked to KICKSTART MY HEART when he took the CHERRY BOMB, but it was his cousin 
who brought the THE SOUND OF SILENCE to the opposition when he struck and the team was in PATMAMODISE when 
the skip took the catch. Hoffy had MORE THAN A FEELING when he suggested field changes and Hoax was LIVIN’ ON A 
PRAYER if he thought he was going to take a catch. 
 
Adam “BORN THIS WAY” Shearman was a THORN IN MY SIDE one minute and MY BEST FRIEND the next, and 
Matrick set the field in a RING OF FIRE around the batsmen. Dave was ALWAYS ON THE RUN and Amar’s shoulder injury 
meant that his off SPIN SPIN SUGARS were just a TEENAGE DREAM. Chesh was ROAMing the field and ANOTHER 
ONE BITES THE DUST as Hoffy was bowling in STRAIGHT LINES and lengths. JB’s catch in the deep was JUST ACE and 
the team was going off like a BLISTER IN THE SUN when we had their gun bat lbw just before drinks. 
Despite our best efforts we soon found ourselves UP TO OUR NECKS IN IT. But WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH, the 
B1’s DON’T PANIC and IT AIN’T OVER ‘TIL IT’S OVER. WHO’S GONNA SAVE US? Masso! The skip gave the nod 
and he was READY TO GO and got an over in before he was CAUGHT BY THE FUZZ after Putney Creek was dredged and 
his past crimes discovered. 
 
Baulko lost, but Hoaxy rang in to say HE LOVES US…AND MEANS IT FROM THE BOTTOM OF HIS HEART... 
 
Hoffy Enterprises (c) 
 
A Reserve 10 for 124 Kings Langley 10 for 231 First Innings Loss 
No report submitted. 
 


